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Preface
Agriculture and allied sciences are
knowledge-intensive and technologyintensive domains. Bioinformatics offers the
potential ways and means to help the
process of technology development as well
as its delivery. The use of Bioinformatics
tools in agriculture is of recent origin in
India; a decade back ICAR gave special
focus to Bioinformatics by developing the
infrastructure and recruitment of computer
professionals in its institutes. Since then,
many initiatives in the field of Bioinformatics
were taken up by different institutes and
some of them are indeed laudable. The
synergy between subject matter specialists
and Bioinformatics specialists is needed for
effective utilization of the hardware and
human resources. Proper knowledge of
structuring (by subject matter specialists)
and the use of appropriate decision support
tools (by Bioinformatics specialists) results
in harnessing the science of Bioinformatics
effectively. The Bioinformatics specialist on
the other hand needs to know what type of
knowledge is available in different
disciplines in agriculture and the type of
information required by the different user
groups, so that decision support tools are
designed appropriately to deliver the
required information. In this respect, we can
learn from the experiences of the developed
countries where the success of
Bioinformatics applications limited which
necessitated the development of good

decision support tools. Therefore, we need
to evaluate the Bioinformatics initiatives
undertaken in the different institutes in the
light of the experiences of developed
countries for tuning our efforts. This status
paper presents different bioinformatics
initiatives of the different institutes working
on crops in the Indian Council of Agriculture
Research. The content would help both the
subject matter experts and Bioinformatics
specialists in understanding various
Bioinformatics activities and their
applicability in agriculture to align with their
work. Also that this status paper would be
useful to the subject matter specialists to
know how the information generated by the
scientists can be effectively utilized in
problem-solving. This knowledge would
enable the scientists in generating
information that has greater practical utility.
For the Bioinformatics specialists, this paper
would provide information on system design
features of various bioinformatics tools
developed in different Institutes so that
decision support tools are developed suited
to this environment. Also, this paper is
expected to collaborate between science
and policy in the arena of bioinformatics in
agriculture and related sciences in the
Indian context.
The authors are grateful to the scientific
fraternity for their valuable and immense
contribution in bringing out this status
paper.

Authors
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Executive Summary
Agricultural Bioinformatics in

System (NARES), skilling or reskilling of

association with biotechnology has potential

scientists and students of agricultural and

application to address longstanding issues

allied sciences on different tools of

in agriculture. Increased use of applications

bioinformatics at the national and

of bioinformatics in agriculture was due to

international level is another key issue to be

the latest developments in functional

addressed. The NAARM and IASRI are to

genomics, Next-Generation Sequencing

play an important role in the capacity

(NGS) tools, Whole-Genome Sequencing

building of the scientists and students of

(WGS), Data mining techniques, genotyping

NARES, which can be extended to industry

assays, Genome-Wide Association Studies

and agri startups as well.

(GWAS). Sequencing-based trait mappings
require high-performance computing (HPC)
facilities and expertise. The exponential
growth of data in commensuration with the
demand for visualization, integration,
analysis, prediction, and management
helped the breeders, biotechnologists, and
agriculture scientists to address the
pertinent issues. However, many agricultural
researchers are still unfamiliar with the
available methods, databases and
bioinformatics tools, which may lead to
misinterpretations or lacks informational
opportunities.

The creation of a separate
Bioinformatics department/centre in
colleges under State Agricultural
Universities (SAU)/Central Agricultural
University (CAU)/institutes would strengthen
the research and development. The
proactive step is to fund all the
Bioinformatics departments/centres for at
least 5 years by ICAR to
establish/strengthen requisite infrastructure
for its sustainability. The databases,
software, and bioinformatics tools
generated/developed by ICAR
institutes/SAUs are to be integrated into

The potential use of bioinformatics is

national repositories created centrally at an

the availability of various tools (for storage,

institute identified for the purpose.

retrieval, analysis, and annotation of results)

Protection of databases and Intellectual

and large genomic resources to vast pool of

Property Rights (IPR) are utmost critical

agricultural scientists. This is all possible

issues. The implementation of the much-

only when data are analysed using

needed strategies require support from the

appropriate bioinformatics tools. However,

NARES to reap the benefits of the newly

the major issues concern are lack of

emerging science in agricultural education.

infrastructure facilities like HPC,

The use of bioinformatics in agricultural

computational tools, lack of opportunities for

research and education can happen

training for skill up-gradation, lack of large-

through certain proactive steps of NARES

scale research initiatives at the national

supported by exclusive budgetary

level, etc. Capacity building of National

allocation, creation of infrastructure, and

Agricultural Research and Education

curriculum changes.
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Introduction
“Bioinformatics is the
interdisciplinary field of biology and
computer science concerned with the
collection, storage, analysis and
dissemination of biological data, most
commonly DNA and amino acid
sequences. Bioinformatics uses
computer programs for a variety of
applications, including predicting
biological data sequence and
determining the function of genes and
proteins, the three-dimensional
structure of proteins, phylogeny, and
drug development. To date,
bioinformatics has had the greatest
impact in areas as diverse as human
health, the environment, energy,
biotechnology and agriculture.”
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By 2050, the global population is

Analysing the big data generated in different

expected to increase by 9.2 billion and

laboratories, to get acute input for genome-

simultaneously the demand for food by 70%. To

based selection leads to faster genetic gain.

meet this huge demand of the burgeoning

Pragmatically, this will facilitate improved yields

population, multi-pronged approaches are

with quality comparable to domestic and global

required, apart from improving the productivity

markets. The success of a genome-based

of crop, animal, and fish using omics

approaches to improving agricultural

approaches. The modern genetic improvement

productivity is critically dependent on relating

programs integrate omics information for faster

the phenotype with the genomic data in the form

and more precise decisions during genetic

of association studies along with a faster and

purity genes introgression and plant/animal

more accurate predictions of breeding values.

selection. The information to be deployed in

Through Genome-Wide Association Study

these programs comes from basic omics studies

(GWAS), the genetic factors for target attributes

involving huge data analysis procedures. For

can be identified using thousands of SNP

example, qualitative improvement in crops to

markers in plants and animals and through

ensure adequate availability of nutritionally

genetic mapping in family-based populations in

enriched agri-produce to curtail the global rise in

plants. Such a computational approach leading

obesity, diabetes and address the issues of

to the identification of key genes along with their

malnutrition, anaemia, and zinc deficiency in the

desirable/undesirable alleles and haplotypes has

developing world.

paved the way for 'Genome Editing' having huge

Developments in the area of agricultural
biotechnology have accelerated during the last
decade as a result of genome sequencing and
RNA of a large number of agriculturally
important species, in addition to ongoing efforts
of solving crystal structures of proteins and
related study on metabolites associated with
various traits. The high-throughput large-scale
data is generated through different omics
(genomics, epigenomics, transcriptomics,
proteomics, metabolomics, and interactomics)
platforms for understanding the plant attributes,
important to increasing productivity, stress
resistance and quality. This, combined with
developments in information technology, has led
to the emergence of bioinformatics, a superspecialty that the biotechnology has become
increasingly dependent on resource intensive

potential of developing customized cultivars as
per requirement. CRISPR (Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) and
CRISPR associated (Cas) proteins have been
utilized recently for Genome editing in plants
and animals (Biswal et al. 2019; Aglawe et al.
2018). The quick delivery of the new breeds with
high precision and specificity makes the geneediting tool the choice of next-generation
breeding programs. Bioinformatics plays a
critical role in designing the appropriate guide
RNAs, engineering better nucleases, and
predicting the possible off-targets. Further
discovery of superior haplotypes for target
attributes has added another dimension to the
existing efforts on the identification of controlling
genetic factors.
Computational biology has to play a

approaches. It is increasingly on the cutting

pivotal role in the application of genomics in

edge of applied science and is essential to

agriculture right from Whole-genome

modern biological research, a 21st century

sequencing to the development of Genomic

science. The Genomic Revolution has

selection tools. This will ensure increased

highlighted the vital role of bioinformatics in

productivity and effective pest and disease

understanding the basis of life processes and

management of crops, animals and fish. The

their possible manipulation for the benefit of

critical challenge of the molecular biology

mankind.

community is understanding the vast amount of
data generated by genomic and RNA
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sequencing projects. Today, biologists are

organizational and functional restructuring,

collaborating with scientists from a wide range of

consolidation and optimal use of available

disciplines to understand how complex

resources, planned expansion based on actual

biological systems work. The sequencing of the

market demand, increased autonomy of the

genomes of multiple organisms has led to many

system, technology transfer from laboratory to

interesting discoveries about the facts regarding

industry, sustainable development of agricultural

the precise genetic regulation of economically

resources, finally, to increase the accountability

relevant traits of crops and animals. Today's the

of participating ICAR institutions.

world unequivocally realizes the need for this
discipline to save precious resources and time.
Over the past few decades, structural and
functional genomics, data mining techniques,
genome-wide association studies, and
availability of high-performance computing
facilities, and various bioinformatics
tools/databases are important to breeders,
biotechnologists, and other discipline scientists.
Agricultural Bioinformatics in association

Centre for Agricultural Bioinformatics
(CABin): The ICAR established the CABin
(Centre for Agricultural Bioinformatics) with a
mission of providing computational support for
biotechnological research in agriculture and
related fields. It is a separate division of the ICAR
in New Delhi, with an interdisciplinary team of
research experts. This centre established the
National Agricultural Bioinformatics Grid (NABG)
to establish the first Indian agricultural

with biotechnology has the potential to address

supercomputing Hub, the ASHOKA (Advanced

longstanding issues in agriculture. Increasing

Supercomputing Hub for OMICS Knowledge in

applications of bioinformatics and computational

Agriculture). This facility is built-in a state-of-the-

biology tools for understanding genetic and

art Data Centre. Two supercomputers of this

epigenetic mechanisms involved in the control of

centre were ranked 11th and 24thamong the top

economically important traits of field and

supercomputers in India by the Indian Institute of

horticulture crops, forest trees, and livestock

Sciences, Bangalore.

species necessitated the need for a specialized
policy framework to optimize the benefits of the
specialized field in addressing the pertinent
issues of the agricultural sector in the country. It
is an urgent need for creating a pool of
bioinformaticians at different levels in India to tap
the benefits of this stream in Indian agriculture. It
is equally important to mention that this is a fast
progressing research field and hence,
continuous up-gradation of skills should be an
integral part of national strategy.

Role of ICAR in improving the
productivity

National Bio-Computing Portal: The National
Bio-Computing Portal has been launched to
provide researchers access to this state-of-theart computing facility, through which
authenticated users can carry out biological data
analysis. This portal is endowed with several
agricultural bioinformatics and computational
biology workflow /pipelines/software for
automating routine biological analytics
seamlessly. The Genome Submission Portal also
helps researchers in the submission of genomic
data sets obtained from experiments within their
research projects. This development will
immensely help the scientists, teachers, and

Realising the importance, the Indian
Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR),
identified bioinformatics as a high priority area
during the 12th plan period to ensure that this
field achieves the required level of attention in
the national arena. This can be achieved through

students to conduct, teach and educate
research in the fields of computational biology
and agricultural bioinformatics, as well as to use
bioinformatics tools and applications in
agriculture with practical value to improve
productivity and crop yields in future.
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Bioinformatics initiatives at NAARM

realised the potential of National Academy of
Agricultural Research Management (NAARM)

Realising the importance of

and provided large amount of funds to establish

Bioinformatics applications in agricultural

Skill Development Bioinformatics Infrastructure

research and education and the need for

Facility (Skill-BIF) for Agricultural Biotechnology.

competency enhancement, NAARM conducted

The facility comprise of appropriate IT and

11 hands-on bioinformatics training sessions

physical infrastructure and manpower. The

benefitting researchers/ faculty, pan India

NAARM collaborates bioinformatics activities

specifically on bioinformatics tools and software

with the International Crops Research Institute

platforms. Experienced specialists imparted

for the Semi-Arid Tropics(ICRISAT), ICAR-Indian

training in both modes i.e. offline and online

Institute of Rice Research, Hyderabad, ICAR-

since 2015. As follow up action into use of

Directorate of Poultry Research and other

bioinformatics tools has been enhanced which is

institutes. The NAARM developed Bioinformatics

reflected in an increased number of publications

tools for Agriculture Research and Education for

in high-impact factor journals. Recently, the

use by the agricultural scientists, researchers,

Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Ministry of

and faculty of the NARES.

Science & Technology, Government of India

Bioinformatics initiatives at NAARM
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Biotechnology Information System Network (BTISNet)
The BPI–2004 (Bioinformatics Policy of India) has envisaged providing a
framework for national strategies to be adopted in the coming years to promote and
encourage the development of bioinformatics in India. Bioinformatics, through the
joint efforts of the Department of Biotechnology (DBT) over the past 15 years, has
made significant progress, particularly in infrastructure development, orienting the
scientific staff to the use of computational approaches, and providing training to
practising scientists. However, emphasis should be placed on the program's goaloriented approach, the consolidation of resources and the creation of a workforce
to meet growing national and international markets. At the beginning of the last
decade, India tried to build an infrastructure that could use biotechnology through
applications of bioinformatics. The government has made important strides in
building a network of National Grid of Bioinformatics centres, such as the BTISNet,
which paved the way for the establishment of a vast network of 169 centres pan
India.
The Bioinformatics Policy of India-2004 marked the beginning of extensive
coverage of national bioinformatics. It aims to develop excellent human resources
through a schooling programme for scientists, research fellows, scholars and
pursuing their careers in bioinformatics. These specialized assets may be
promoted for research inside the discipline of agricultural bioinformatics (BPI,
2004).
The development of agricultural bioinformatics has caused a scientific
revolution by developing new innovations in agricultural bioinformatics, and this
development requires efforts to gain public trust in order to enrich the know-how of
work. In this regard, the national wide biotechnology development strategy from
2015 to 2020 is to establish agriculture biotech partnerships with State Agricultural
Universities (SAU) to research on transgenic plants in public institutions.
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1. Bioinformatics - publications

Challenges in Agricultural
Bioinformatics in India

The research publications on
bioinformatics tools in agriculture increased only

The emerging field of bioinformatics

from the year 2008 (Figure1) with special

provides critical inputs for modern agriculture.

reference to “Bioinformatics in Agriculture”. The

Dissemination and application of know-how,

emphasis during the last decade in agriculture

development of skilled and wholesome

resulted in the development of various crops/

surroundings for R&D within the arena of

varieties. The momentum of publications in

Agricultural Bioinformatics is the primary

bioinformatics in India is in commensuration with

concern (Kumar, 2017).
Status of Research Publications on

the world in the last decade. Agricultural

Bioinformatics in Agriculture
To identify the challenges, solutions, and

solving agricultural problems. Nevertheless,

scientists are using bioinformatics research in
more efforts are required for carrying out

impacts of bioinformatics and its applications in

globally competitive projects of greater impact to

the field of agriculture, the research databases

gain more visibility for Indian bioinformaticians.

(Web of Science) were used for the analysis of
publications from 1998 to 2019.

Bioinformatics in Agriculture Publications Status- Global vs India
(Source: Web of Science Key word: Bioinformatics in Agriculture )

No. of Publications

25

23

20
17

17
14

15

13

11
10

8
5

5

6

5

5
1
0
1996

1

1
0

0 0
1999

1
2002

0 0
2005

6

3

2

1

9

4
3

0 0

Global Publications

1
1
0
0 0
2008
2011
2014
Year
Indian Publications

Fig.1. Publications - Bioinformatics in Agriculture
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4

3

2
0
2017

2020

sustainability of crop and livestock production.

2. Bioinformatics Tools

Genomics can fasten the process of varietal
Increased use of applications of bioinformatics in

development, increase precision in the genetic

agriculture was due to the latest developments

improvement process, decrease in the number

in functional genomics, Next - Generation

of phenotypic trials. Failures associated with

Sequencing (NGS) tools, Whole - Genome

scientific research can improve the quality and

Sequencing (WGS), Data mining techniques,

quantity of crop biotechnology, which is

genotyping assays, Genome - Wide Association

increasingly dependent on computationally

studies, and Sequencing-based trait mappings

intensive approaches, leading to the emergence

such as QTLseq, MutMap, which require high-

of super speciality discipline. Scientists use

performance computing facilities and expertise.

genomic data to identify genetic landmarks

The exponential growth of data in

associated with desirable traits which facilitate

commensuration with the demand for

the transfer of those traits to different organisms

visualization, integration, analysis, prediction,

and also discover how genomics can improve

and management helped the breeders,

the quality and quantity of agricultural

biotechnologists and agriculture scientists to

production. Research works carried out globally

address the pertinent issues. However, several

and in India are shown in Figure 2. The

researchers in the agriculture field lacks

publication status on genomics research has

expertise with the tools of bioinformatics,

rapidly increased across the world and

databases, and available methods, which can

moderately in India. However, the publications

miss opportunities or lead to misinterpretation of

from Indian origin contributed in the range of 14

information.

to 19 percent during the last five years. In this

The detailed trends about research on

area, India has great scope to improve and can

Genomics, Proteomics, and NGS Applications in

contribute more to Indian agriculture in

agriculture are presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

combination with artificial intelligence and
machine learning.

a) Genomics in Agriculture: Agriculture
genomics is the application of genomics in
agriculture to improve the productivity and

Fig.2. Publications - Genomics in Agriculture
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Fig.3. Publications - Proteomics in Agriculture

b) Proteomics in Agriculture: Proteomics

invention that can make the potential to intensely

technology has unravelled a great number of

impact the crop improvement process. NGS

proteins of diverse species and their biological

provides whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and

activity (Prathi et al. 2018). Proteins play a vital

re-sequencing, transcriptome sequencing,

part in adaptation to environmental stresses and

superior haplotype detection, metagenomics,

plant growth/development (Balakrishnan et

and high-throughput genotyping, which can be

al.2018). Numerous abiotic and biotic factors

applied for genome selection (GS). It helps in

such as floods, droughts, salinity, acidity, and

identifying the potential target genes for RNAi

nutrient limitations reduce crop yields. Structural

and genome editing approaches to develop

and functional analyses of the proteins

disease resistance and climate-resilient crops

associated with biotic and abiotic stress will

(Rao et al. 2019; Biswal et al. 2019). NGS

contribute to developing stress-resistant/tolerant

coupled with advanced bioinformatics pipelines

crops. Research works carried out globally and

has been instrumental in the discovery of non-

in India are shown in Figure 3. Indian

coding RNAs and microRNAs imparting critical

contribution in terms of the publications on

roles in regulating the agriculturally important

proteomics was in the range of 10 to 21 percent

traits (Mangrauthia et al. 2017; Chopperla et al.

of the global output.

2020; Bhogireddy et al. 2021). Research works

c) NGS and Agriculture: The Next-Generation
Sequencing (NGS) technologies are helping
researchers and breeders to develop healthier

carried out globally and in India are shown in
Figure 4. The contribution of Indian Scientists in
the arena of NGS in Agriculture was in the range
of 10 to 27 percent over the years.

and more productive crops and livestock
(Balakrishnan et al.2021). NGS technology is an
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Fig.4. NGS applications in Agriculture

3. Popular bioinformatics tools and
biological databases

Tool) is used more commonly than Clustalw. The
other tools like Primer designing, NGS tools, and
Mega are used less frequently.

The most commonly used bioinformatics tools in

Word Cloud also indicated that Gene and protein

agriculture are visualized through Word Cloud

sequence-based databases are used, commonly

(Figure 5). Word Cloud provides concise visual

based on Word Cloud. The implementation of

summaries of annotations useful for network

biological databases within NCBI is greater than

analysis and interpretation. The size of the

Gene Bank alone and EMBL-EBI in research

letters/word indicates their relative importance

data analysis.

and use. BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search

Bioinformatics tools

Biological Databases

Fig 5: Popular tools and databases in Agri Education and Research
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of large-scale genomic resources (ample

4. Policy Considerations
ICAR-NAARM organized a “National Workshop
on Bioinformatics in Agriculture” during July 2627, 2019. The program consisted of
presentations by the experts and brainstorming
sessions on four specific issues in
bioinformatics, viz. constraints and opportunities
in bioinformatics research; IPRs in
bioinformatics; bioinformatics in teaching and

agricultural biodiversity) and c) vast pool of
agricultural scientists. Tremendous opportunities
lie in terms of an accurate analysis of data,
generation and identification of useful gene(s)/
markers/ proteins domain, etc. which ultimately
support Indian Agriculture. This is all possible
only when data are analyzed using appropriate
bioinformatics tools.

education and data sharing, access, and

However, the major issues concerned are 1) lack

protection in bioinformatics research.

of infrastructure facilities like HPC,
computational tools, 2) lack of opportunities for

1. Bioinformatics in Agri Research: The major

training for skill up-gradation, 3) lack of

R&D issues on the use of bioinformatics in

awareness and practical exposure to students

agriculture are as follows.

entering research, etc., 4) lack of needed linkage

The potential uses of bioinformatics are a)

between agricultural scientists and

availability of various tools for storage, retrieval,

computational experts, 5) lack of large-scale

analysis, and annotation of results, b) availability

research initiatives at the national level.

Strategies for Enhanced use of Bioinformatics in Agricultural Research
Capacity building of NARES: Skilling or
reskilling of scientists and students of
agricultural and allied sciences on different
tools of bioinformatics at the national and
international level. ICAR-NAARM and IASRI
need to act as nodal points for providing
Capacity building programs in Bioinformatics
for the entire NARES which can be extended to
Industry and Agri startups as well.
· Funding Support from ICAR for research on
bioinformatics and exposures of scientists to
the international arena
· Creation of infrastructural facilities such as
HPC facility in different institutions.
· Popularize ASHOKA facility to
researchers/users to use home storage
according to a soft-limit, hard-limit and grace
period, scratch storage according to fixed
space and fixed period data from all the
institutes and other sources through sharing of
APIs enabling real-time access thus creating a
central data hub for bioinformatics.

· Incentives to faculty/students who pursue
bioinformatics for creation of next generation
of bioinformatics, omics knowledge and NGS
etc. for continuous R & D activities in India.
· Developing an ecosystem for nurturing
bioinformatics through Niche Area of
Excellence, Industry-Institution Partnership
programmes, Promoting the development of
business incubators in the arena of
bioinformatics etc.
· Encouraging scientists to take up more
research projects in frontier areas of
bioinformatics applicable in agricultural
sciences by creating special grants.
· Need based customized online and offline
bioinformatics tools development for serving
the need of breeders and biotechnologists
working at remote laboratories.
· Integration and team building of scientists of
ICAR and other institutes/universities working
on agri-bioinformatics tools for effective
utilization of genomics and epigenomics data.
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2. Bioinformatics in Agri Education: The major

5. Futuristic Research in Emerging Areas of

recommendations for harnessing bioinformatics
in Agri education are

Bioinformatics
A. Big Data applications in Bioinformatics

1. Creation of a separate Bioinformatics
departments/centres in colleges under

Ÿ

Big data has had a powerful impact on
bioinformatics. This is a vast and diverse

SAUs/CAUs/institutes.

area of research. Researchers around the
2. Training to teaching faculty of the SAUs in

world have made several attempts to

frontier areas of Bioinformatics.

understand the field of bioinformatics by
analysing its applications and tools.

3. Funding from ICAR to all the Bioinformatics
departments/centres to establish/strengthen

Ÿ

The combination of big data and

requisite infrastructure and sustain it for at

bioinformatics is looked impeccable and has

least 5 years.

some incredible benefits in the fields of
genome sequencing, protein sequencing,

4. Organizing students quiz competition in

DNA computation etc.

Bioinformatics at College, University, and
Inter-University level by a National institute

Ÿ

related to Bioinformatics.

bioinformatics looks perfect, and it has
incredible benefits in areas such as genome

5. Creation of job opportunities to attract talent

sequencing, protein sequencing, and DNA

in the area of bioinformatics.

computation.

3. Data Integration in Bioinformatics: The
databases, software, and bioinformatics tools

The combination of big data and

Ÿ

This evolving technology has also made it

generated by ICAR institutes/SAUs are needed

easier for researchers to enter data. Analysis

to integrate to national repositories created

of data using traditional methods has become

centrally at an institute identified for the purpose.

obsolete and unproductive considering their
voluminous nature. Big data appears to

Some of the options are 1) all bioinformatics

provide solutions for processing volumetric

tools and databases developed by the ICAR

data in large-scale pattern recognition and

institutes and Biocomputing grid to be integrated

prediction, such as protein structure,

into a single platform 2) policy research to adapt

genomics, etc.

for the integration of new bioinformatics
databases to provide more methods of effective

B. AI and IoT Applications in Bioinformatics

teaching and research. Bioinformatics is a

Artificial intelligence (AI) has gained increasing

challenging field because it combines two

attention in bioinformatics and computational

different disciplines computers and biology. It

molecular biology research.

also has great potential for extracting useful
information from exponentially growing

Ÿ

To solve several problematic aspects that
occur in the arena of bioinformatics,

experimental data.

advanced artificial intelligence technology is

4. IPR Issues in Bioinformatics
Ÿ

Protection of databases, given the intellectual

required.
Ÿ

Recent approaches and applications of AI

ability and fund used for generating the same

and Machine Learning methods have proven

as the database is used to produce tangible

to be more useful for genome and gene

products of public utility like designed drugs,

editing, cancer drug discovery classification,

for populations study, etc. must be provided.

protein folding algorithms, and more.

Intellectual property rights are to be
protected.
Status paper on Bioinformatics in Agriculture 11

Ÿ

Ÿ

Deep learning, widely used in image
approaches to artificial intelligence and can

can be analyzed using bioinformatics tools

be applied to bioinformatics.

and methods to provide more personalized
and timely patient care.

The IoT has promising applications in remote
monitoring, and medical device management.
Translational bioinformatics is an emerging
field that relies on biological, predominantly
medical data, to study disease and its
behaviours.

Ÿ

In India, real-time, multi-dimensional data
about each patient collected from IoT devices

patient monitoring, intelligent sensor

Ÿ

Ÿ

processing, is one of the most popular

Ÿ

In India, AI technology has been widely
utilized in biological studies for calculation
and sighting. With the expending, the
accessibility of dissimilar types of biological
database, Biological Information Exploring,
Biological Sequence Matching, and the
application of artificial intelligence, especially

IoT is widely used in animal healthcare, for

machine learning techniques, has become

example, to sense and monitor blood sugar

recurrent.

levels, heart disease diagnosis, artificial heart
valve and pacemaker monitoring, cancer
diagnosis, etc.

Conclusion
Last two decades have witnessed significant contributions of bioinformatics in agriculture,
specifically, after the emergence of next generation sequencing technologies, high throughput
proteomics, metabolomics, phenomics tools, and precision breeding. Among all the applications,
use of bioinformatics in genomics studies, e.g. NGS, omics studies, marker discovery and DNA
sequence data mining has seen tremendous progress, strikingly contributing in many different
aspects of agriculture. Emerging biotechnology based breeding approaches such as genomewide association studies (GWAS), SNP genotyping, genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) and
genome editing are largely dependent on computational biological tools. Bioinformatics has a
critical role to play in annotation of gene function, modelling of proteins, and identification of
novel metabolites, that will directly determine the success of new biotechnology tools in crop
improvement programs and study of microbes, pathogens, and pests etc.
Potential applications of bioinformatics in the agricultural arena are ever-evolving and the
individual and organizational challenges are to be addressed through strategic and policy
interventions. The implementation of much needed strategies requires support from the NARES
to reap the benefits of the newly emerging science in agricultural education. The NAARM and
IASRI play a crucial role in the capacity building of the scientists and students of NARES. The
use of bioinformatics in agricultural research requires extensive education in bioinformatics for
suitable experimental design and analyses that can happen through certain proactive steps of
NARES, supported by exclusive budgetary allocation, creation of infrastructure and curricular
changes, etc.
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Recommendations/ Key Policy Consideration
1. Funding support by ICAR to all the Bioinformatics departments/centres to
establish/strengthen requisite infrastructure for at least 5 years.
2. Popularize ASHOKA facility to researchers for use of home storage (soft- limit, hardlimit, and grace period), scratch storage (fixed space and fixed-period data) from all
the institutes and other sources through sharing of APIs, enabling real-time access,
thus creating a central data hub for bioinformatics.
3. All the bioinformatics tools and databases developed by the ICAR institutes and
biocomputing grid has to be integrated into a single unified platform.
4. Policy research for the integration of new bioinformatics databases to provide more
methods of effective teaching and research.
5. Quality human resource development should be strengthened by introducing more
postgraduate/doctoral programs in bioinformatics.
6. To expand and encourage international partnerships and exchanges with global
organizations.
7. Encouraging scientists to take up more research projects in frontier areas of
bioinformatics applicable in agricultural sciences by creating special grants.
8. Need-based customized online and offline bioinformatics tools development for
serving the need of breeders and biotechnologists working at remote laboratories.
9. Integration and team-building of scientists of ICAR and other institutes/ State
Agriculture Universities working on the agri-bioinformatics arena for effective
utilization of genomics and epigenomics data.
10. Intellectual property protection systems in the domain of bioinformatics are still under
development. Since bioinformatics is a new field, intellectual property protection
systems require constant revision.
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